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AFRICANS IN SOUTH AFRICA are inclined to write their demands,
protests, pleas and appeals anywhere (usually on the nearest
wall) in the form of slogans. And you need only move about the
myriad townships, the black labour settlements, hidden on the
outskirts of South Africa's industrial cities and towns to reach
at the heart of how Africans really feel over their sorry condition.
Here in Soweto, Johannesburg's huge reservoir of black labour,
and Indian-populated Fordsburg I see scores upon scores of such
protest slogans daily:

"TO HELL WITH VERWOERD," "FREE SOBUKWE NOW," " AWAY
WITH VORSTER AND FASCISM," "AWAY WITH PASSES - THE
CHAINS," "SUPPORT MANDELA, SISULU AND KATHY," "NO BANTU
EDUCATION," " STAY HOME JUNE 26, 27, AND 28," " FREE MANDELA
OR BOMBS/' they scream and - even on the not-so-sanctified
wall of a Calvinist Dutch Refonned Church in Soweto - "WE
WANT FREEDOM."
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have had to flee abroad to live as exiles and-are out of contact with
the masses here. I '

In 1963 and 1964 altogether 3,605 people,. most' :of them
Mricans, were arrested under repressive political laws..Of these
1,167 were released without trial; 635 were tried but found not
guilty, 1,604 were found guilty and 199 have not been tried.' And
of these released without trial or found .not ,guilty, '376" were
detained more than three months, 47 more than six months and
four for more than nine months. The figures were. given by
Vorster, the Minister of Injustice.

AND WHAT PEOPLE, I may ask, would not become apathetic without
leadership; when they find themselves trapped within a society
in which thought is restricted and a society in which men and
women can 'be seized, sometimes in the dead of night, from the
community and locked up in jails for no apparent reason. A
society in which a man or woman can go to work, never to
return until weeks later to tell the story of his arrest and con
finement.

This is what is sowing fear and apathy out here.
The British vacillation over rebel Rhodesia and, to a greater

extent, the Ghana coup against Nkrumah's administration seem
to be adding to the hopelessness of the situation, the weakening
of morale.

But one thing that· enlivened the people in recent weeks has
been the visit to this country of the American senator Robert
Kennedy who told South Mrica in no uncertain terms that
apartheid was the Devil's own work. Africans saw in him a man
who was identifying himself "with them and their aspirations. They
are still excitedly under the great impact of his visit. He has
once more made politics meaningful among them.

The Boer Government which treated Sena"tor Kennedy like
a leper were stunned by his achievement and now that he has
returned to his country, they have started vilifying him: "He
was just a political campaigner trying to win Negro votes," they
squeal childishly.·

One can only hope the seeds Kennedy sowed, not those of
hate and prejudice being sown by the Verwoerds, take deep root
in the minds of the people. e
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THE REASONS FOR THIS FEAR and apathy are fairly obvious. The
::ders are no longer there. Some are rotting in jails, others have

en house-arrested and are thus incommunicado. Still others

SOME OF THESE SLOGANS are already fading. Not because some
Verwoerd sympathiser or lover has been going the round in a
bi~ to erase them. No, they are fading because they were
wrItten some years back; some before the Nats really went mad,
others during the mad period when it become common practice
in this God-forsaken country to house-arrest, 90-day or 180-day
people - Black and White; when, in short, the rule of law
finally ended in South Africa. These slogans were written, to be
precise, at the time when the African masses were inflammable
beings and, like petrol, only needed their leaders to strike a
match, to give them orders to break the backs of the Verwoerds.

The fading slogans are no longer a true reflection of the mood
of ~ost Africans here today. The military might of the Boer
devtls-in-action coupled with their myriad of informers has struck
untold f~a!. ~nd apathy in~~ the la?ld. Today, ~nlike yesterday,
the pOSSIbIlitIes of an uprISIng agaInst the faSCIsts are, like the
slogans, fading; they are becoming more distant and are in fact
even perhaps dwindling. The people, unlike yesterday when they
~trode and protested with their heads held high and knew that
It was they who would have to do something to relieve themselves
of the burden, now pitch their hopes almost entirely on " assistance
from outside," from independent African states, from the United
States. It is a sorry state of affairs.

True, even yesterday they believed the outside world would
I come to their res.cue but ~ore i~portan~ they knew then they
~d to do some!hmg; that It was ImperatIve to stir and act first

fore any outSIder would come in. This is the political vision
they have lost or are losing, out of fear, now.


